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Publishers are redoubling their commitment to transparency and reproducibility — but they can’t bring about change alone.
Good research begins long before papers get written
Understanding human trust in machine partners has become imperative due to the widespread use of intelligent machines in a variety of applications and contexts. The aim of this paper is to investigate ...
Promises and trust in human–robot interaction
The work builds on anomalous results first uncovered 20 years ago at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), and calls into question whether ... Supercomputing Centre (JSC), with the computational ...
Physics: Resources to look for cracks in the standard model
The work builds on anomalous results first uncovered 20 years ago at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), and calls into question whether ... Supercomputing Centre (JSC), with the computational ...
German National HPC Centre provides resources to look for cracks in the standard model
Within the framework of cooperation between PetrSU and Segezha PPM JSC, students of the Institute of Forestry, Mining and Construction Sciences of PetrSU visited Segezha Group. Within the framework of ...
ILGiSN students visited Segezha Group
From the Taiwan database, the researchers identified 31,570 adults who survived after being admitted to the hospital for AD or AA from 2001 and 2013 ... question, until the paper by Chen and ...
New Evidence Against Use of Fluoroquinolones in Aortic Disease
A London judge ruled on Wednesday that the chief executive of a Kazakh paper company did not have the power to promise Harbour Fund higher returns under an investment agreement if it continued to ...
Harbour Fund Loses Bid For Slice Of $300M Kagazy Suit Fees
John Phillips/GettyVitalik Buterin, the Russian-Canadian founder of Ethereum and vocal proponent of a wealth tax, became the world’s youngest billionaire this week, after a bull run pushed the ...
Meet the World’s Youngest Crypto Billionaire
The hardest questions ... List for Science Teachers, Article selected: Teachers' coping strategies for teaching science in a "low performing" school district 2009 Journal of Research in Science ...
Mensah, Felicia (fm2140)
Tens of thousands of Virginia Republicans, sometimes waiting in long lines of cars, cast ballots Saturday to choose nominees for governor and other statewide offices at a ...
GOP delegates in Virginia to choose nominee for governor
Tso-Ping Ma, the Raymond J. Wean Professor of Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics, died on April 6, 2021, at the age of 75. According to the School of Engineering and Applied Science’s website, ...
Tso-Ping Ma, Raymond J. Wean Professor of Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics, dies at 75
BMJ talk medicine · Lupus Science & Medicine: what makes it special? Submit Your Research Paper to Lupus Science & Medicine Research ... as AE for LS&M since the conception for the journal in 2013. We ...
Lupus Science & Medicine™
On paper, Ngatia looks like the most qualified ... be proved practically when he appears before the Judicial Service Commission (JSC) on April 20 to be interviewed on his suitability to succeed ...
Top lawyer wants to leap over to Judiciary
In its courtroom battle with Apple Inc., Epic Games Inc. is questioning a core tenet of the iPhone maker's App Store business: that its success relies upon rigorous policing of the platform. Apple for ...
Fortnite' Maker Targets Apple's 'Walled Garden' in Courtroom Fight Over App Store
The moment Deborah Navarro heard about Hyperloop, Elon Musk’s idea for a high-speed transit system straight out of science fiction ... Hyperloop in a 2013 white paper, calling it the “fifth ...
To this entrepreneur, Hyperloop won’t just connect cities. It will connect people.
The government’s willingness to hold the Kumbh Mela in the middle of the worst health emergency in a hundred years and its unwillingness to curtail it despite a tsunami of second wave Covid infections ...
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Kumbh vs Corona
Professor Tom Denson of the University of New South Wales told IFLScience this is an area where; “Science is moving slowly.” Denson and co-authors collected 1.8 billion tweets from 2013-14 and ...
Misogynistic Tweets Predict Domestic Violence Hotspots
In service to the ecological profession, he served as the ESA Vice President for Science in the mid-1990s and then as ESA’s President from 2010 to 2013. The ESA Distinguished ... Reich’s 2017 ...
Ecological Society of America announces 2021 award recipients
Merriam-Webster agreed to include a definition of systemic oppression in its entry on “racism,” and news organizations, including The Christian Science ... Tried in 2013, Mr. Zimmerman was ...
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